ADDITIONAL WIRING INSTRUCTIONS FOR 'WEEKLY TEST & MANUAL ALARM' TEST SWITCH WITH 40FSAD175 & 176 SMOKE ALARMS

The WEEKLY TEST & MANUAL ALARM switch (part no 40FSATEST) is specifically for use with the 175 or 176 strobe & vibration smoke alarm system for the deaf and hard of hearing.

The external TEST switch will test the system as if the 'test' button on the smoke head is used - something which many people don't regularly do because of the difficulty of being able to reach the smoke head.

The wiring instructions are as per page 3, "Triggering Control Panel into alarm externally", which may be summarised as wiring the switch across the red and blue wires.

When the external TEST switch is turned ON the sounder on the smoke head(s) should sound, the strobe should flash and the vibrator vibrate.

The TEST switch on the control panel will activate the strobe and vibrator but NOT the smoke head horn. In the event of the smoke head becoming disconnected from the control panel the control panel strobe and vibrator will be activated as a warning.
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